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Tell Your Story Artistically With Our

Video Animation
Company
Explendid Videos has provided top-notch video animation 
services to clients worldwide for over a decade. We have a 
team of 500+ creative members to produce animation 
videos for businesses
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Enhanced Interactivity

Higher Conversion Rates

Improved Brand Awareness

👍

👍

👍

How Animated Videos
May Help Your Business
Customers today want to engage with their favorite companies by 
watching exciting video content. Following are a few of the many ways in 
which an animated video may help your business.
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How We Create
Animated Videos
Our work process reflects our professionalism. We believe in the no-size-fits-all mantra. 
As a result, we tailor our video animation services to meet each customer’s specific 
objectives rather than taking a cookie-cutter approach.

Animation illustrations Storyboard Voice Over

Script Briefing
Our scriptwriters will write a 
script for you that allows you to 
convey an engaging story about 
your company, product, or 
service.

We'll put together a list of your 
needs and talk about your 
explainer video’s animation 
style, goal, and length.

Our storyboard artists will create 
a simplified visual representation 
of how the final explainer video 
will play out at this point.

Our graphic designers will create 
a distinct visual style for the 
storyline and turn it into a series 
of stunning illustrations.

At this stage, we bring static 
pictures to life by animating 
them. We create an entertaining 
video by combining a storyline, 
drawings, and voices.

We work with several 
outstanding voiceover artists 
who can offer a strong voice for 
your video. You have the choice 
of selecting any voice, gender, 
or language.
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3D Animation
We have helped over 50K businesses break through the digital noise with exceptional video 
animations. Our skills and professionalism are a testimony to our dedication to our work. Check 
out some of the animation projects we’ve completed for our clients.
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2D Animation
We have helped over 50K businesses break through the digital noise with exceptional video 
animations. Our skills and professionalism are a testimony to our dedication to our work. Check 
out some of the animation projects we’ve completed for our clients.
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Cartoon Animation
We have helped over 50K businesses break through the digital noise with exceptional video 
animations. Our skills and professionalism are a testimony to our dedication to our work. Check 
out some of the animation projects we’ve completed for our clients.
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Whiteboard Animation
We have helped over 50K businesses break through the digital noise with exceptional video 
animations. Our skills and professionalism are a testimony to our dedication to our work. Check 
out some of the animation projects we’ve completed for our clients.
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Why Choose Us?
Explendid Videos is a leading animation video production company specializing in 
creating engaging and impactful animation for businesses of all sizes. Our experts have 
years of experience creating custom animation solutions that help our clients stand out 
and communicate their messages more effectively. There are many animation 
companies, but few can match the quality and expertise of Explendid Videos. Here are 
five reasons why you should choose us for your animation needs:

Customized solutions tailored to your brand’s message and values

High-quality animation that is sure to impress your audience

Experienced team of animation experts at your service
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We are a top-rated video animation agency, that’s why our customers expect the best from us. Our work is adored by over 20K consumers, who 
are pleased with our services. Have a look at what some of our customers say about us:

Liam Rodriguez

The most talented video animation studio in town! I’ve 

dealt with several video production firms in the past, 

but they were the finest. For my brand, they created an 

incredible 3D animated video. I was quite impressed 

with their service.

Nick Joseph

Thank you, Explendid Videos, for producing a lovely 

Cartoon animation video for my new business. 

Everything, including the visual and audio features, is 

flawless. Excellent work. I will unquestionably return 

with further video projects.
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866-488-5328 
Call Us

sales@explendidvideos.com
Email Us


